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Dear Mr Owens 
 
Possible Improvements to Procedures for Tax Relief for Cross-Border 
Investors: Implementation Package  
 
The IMA represents the investment management industry operating in the UK.  Our 
Members include independent investment managers, the investment arms of retail 
banks, life insurers and investment banks, and the managers of occupational pension 
schemes.  They are responsible for the management of around US$5 trillion of 
assets, which are invested on behalf of clients globally.  These include authorised 
investment funds, institutional funds (e.g. pensions and life funds), private client 
accounts and a wide range of pooled investment vehicles.   In particular, our 
Members represent 99% of funds under management in UK-authorised investment 
funds, most of which are UCITS. 
 
We wrote to you on 27 January 2010 regarding the Committee for Fiscal Affairs 
report “The Granting of Treaty Benefits with Respect to the Income of Collective 
Investment Vehicles” (“the first report”) and on 4 March 2009 to welcome the report 
of the Informal Consultative Group (“ICG”) on “Possible Improvements to Procedures 
for Tax Relief for Cross-border Investors” (“the second report”).  We welcomed both 
reports, and are pleased to see that the main conclusions of the first report are now 
incorporated in the 2010 Model Tax Convention.  

We welcome also the opportunity to provide comments on the recommended “best 
practices” contained in the Implementation Package (“IP”). The OECD Pilot Group’s 
efforts to standardise and simplify tax relief arrangements on income derived from 
securities assets held cross-border by portfolio investors are to be welcomed 
generally.  Combined with the Collective Investment Vehicle (“CIV”) inclusions in the 
Model Tax Convention, the continuation of the work started by the ICG as 
summarised in their second report is a vital step in reducing the tax distortions in 
investing cross-border by portfolio investors, including CIVs.   



We fully support the overall approach that, where possible, tax relief should be given 
at source.  In many cases, tax relief is foregone where relief is not given at source 
because of the costs involved in seeking to recover the tax. Although relief at source 
is of benefit to all investors, this is of particular benefit for CIV investors because of 
the impact on pricing, given the greater level of certainty provided.  Because CIV’s 
are “open-ended” vehicles which need to calculate on a regular basis (typically daily) 
the price at which investors may acquire and redeem units/shares shares, it is 
important that the source-country final tax liability is known at the earliest possible 
time.  Pricing is based on the net asset value (“NAV”), and relief at source will assist 
in the calculation of an accurate NAV. Accuracy in the calculation is particularly 
important in the case of an open–ended fund to ensure fairness of treatment of 
investors over time.  

We also fully support the suggestion that authorised intermediaries should be 
allowed to make claims on behalf of their customers on a "pooled" basis and should, 
with appropriate safeguards, be allowed to rely on “upstream” pooled information 
provided by the intermediary closest to the beneficial owner.  

Consistent with that approach, we support the proposal that, where  a CIV  has to 
determine the residence status of its investors in order to establish its own rights 
under a relevant Double Taxation Agreement (“DTA”), that a similar upstream 
pooling of information should be permitted.  As you are no doubt aware, the 
distribution of CIVs established in the UK is heavily intermediated, and the fund 
manager’s records will have a nominee as the legal owner, with the result that the 
manager of the CIV will usually have little or no idea of the identity of the beneficial 
owners.   

We accept the comments at pages 7 and 87 of the IP, that the procedures 
concerning CIVs are technically quite distinct from the other proposals in the IP, but 
we would urge the OECD to support an approach which deals will all aspects of the 
IP as an integrated package.  To detach the CIV proposals from the other aspects of 
the IP will substantially weaken the other benefits which should arise from the IP 
given the scale of cross-border investment undertaken via CIVs.  To the extent that 
governments accept the right of a CIV to claim DTA benefits in its own right, without 
having regard to the residence of its owners, this would become less important over 
time as treaties are re-negotiated.  However, at this stage we cannot be certain how 
widely the suggested alternative arrangements to facilitate DTA claims will be used.  
It is crucial in our view, therefore, that the IP proposals are seen as a single 
integrated package.  

As the aspects which deal with authorised intermediaries are a matter for custodians, 
not CIV managers, this response does not address those aspects of the IP, but 
concentrates purely on the aspects which directly impact CIVs, that is pages 86 – 
106.  IMA recognises, though, that the IP reflects a balance between the needs of 
fiscal authorities and the practicalities of designing a system that works in a global, 
intermediated marketplace. 

 

 



 

The attachment to this letter includes a number of technical comments and minor 
drafting suggestions to aid understanding of the text. 

We would be happy to discuss with you any of the points made in this response. 

Yours sincerely 

 

Stephen Lynam 
Head of Tax 



Attachment 

All page references below are to the IP page references. 

Pages 5, 6 & 86:  References to treaty benefits should be widened to include 
domestic law and international law (such as EU law), consistent with the approach 
taken by the reports on the treatment of CIVs in double tax treaties and 
improvements to relief at source procedures.   
 
Pages 89, 95 & 101, Part II, second sentences:  These occurrences should 
commence with the words “Whilst there should be a presumption that one of the 
permissible methods should be to use these provisions,” and the word “reasonably” 
should be inserted before “determining” in the same sentence.  Moreover, 
Contracting States should be encouraged to provide guidance as to the 
circumstances in which they would reserve their right to impose methodologies 
which differ from those which are set out in the IP.  The important point here is that 
any alternative methodology imposed should not be capricious, and should be 
applied consistently.  
 
Page 90, Para 1, 7th line: We suggest that the word “that” be changed to read “1st 
quarter”. 
 
Page 92, Part III, point 8, third sentence:  Please insert “withholding rates or 
investor residence shall be” between “tax purposes” and “determined on….” 
 
Page 95, Para 4, 3rd line from foot of page: We suggest that “calendar quarter” be 
changed to “period” and that the word “that” be changed to “the 1st quarter”. 
 
Page 97 at b(ii) 3rd line: Before “exempt from taxation” insert “resident for tax 
purposes in the contracting state in which the CIV is established”. 
 
Pages 98, Part III, point 8:  Amend third sentence so as to read “In other cases, the 
financial intermediary shall provide pooled information regarding investors that are 
resident for tax purposes in the contracting state in which the CIV is established and 
other investors.  Withholding rates or investor residence shall be determined….” This 
wording reflects more accurately the requirement that investors be residents of the 
state in which the CIV is established; pooled information in respect of other investors 
is not relevant. 
 
Page 102, Para 4(a), 8th line from foot of page: We suggest that the “calendar 
quarter” be changed to “period” and that the word “that” be changed to “the 1st 
quarter”. 
 
Page 103:  Typo at 5(c)/fourth line – should be “Conventions”. 

Page 106:  The ISD does not cover entities/indirect investment via an intermediary.  
It also assumes that the investor will have a TIN; this will not always be the case.  It 
also refers to “Recipient”, which is used as a defined term but is not explained. It is 
important that there is uniformity in the ISD and that a single ISD should be valid for 
each country into which the CIV invests.   


